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In an effort to reduce the number of
bars in Georgetown, several amendments
to the 1986 Beverage Control Act are
being debated by the DC City Council,
including stricter liquor license requirements for bars and restaurants and
harsher penalties for underage drinkers.
Councilmember John Ray introduced
the legislation and said in arecent memo
that his proposed legislation would benefit Georgetown residents who have often complained about therowdy M Street
nightlife.
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Of Covering Up
Controversial Incident
The officers said DPS Director Wil-

By Sean G. Rushton
HOYA Staff Writer
About 12 DPS officers sent an anonymous letter to the campus press and
university administrationtwo weeks ago
accusing Department of Public Safety
(DPS) officials of attempting to cover up
the beating of a young black man last
September
by a DPS officer.
According to one of the officers who
witnessed the incident, Sgt. Johnnie E.
Jones on Sept. 15 apprehended the man,
who was not a Georgetown student,
while wandering around Darnall. Jones
accused the man of trespassing, placed
him in handcuffs and brought him to a
nearby DPS patrol car.
Jones later hit the handcuffed man
repeatedly, fracturing abone in his hand,
the officer said. The man was taken to
the DPS station and hit several more
times by Jones. The man was taken to
the hospital and later released with mi-

“[The city] must take stronger action

to relieve the Georgetown residential
community from the long standing burdens of living elbow-to-elbow with nightclubs and taverns and the late-night
noise,” Ray said in a statement.
The amendment is aimed at reducing
. the number of bars in Georgetown, a
measure Ray claimed could save the
city money by decreasing the cost of law
enforcement. “The nature of Georgetown night-life has proved extremely
costly to our city,” Ray’s statement said.
His proposed legislation would make
it illegal for persons under the age of 21
years of age to purchase or possess alcoholic beverages. Current DC law prohibits consumption of alcoholic beverages by minors and the sale of alcohol to
anyone under the age of 21 but, according to Ray, does not clearly state that
possession and purchasing by minors is
illegal.
Ray said he hoped to close this loophole and impose punishments such as
fines and revocation of driver’s licenses
onminors whoviolate the drinking laws.
The bill proposes that “driver’s licenses would by ‘suspended for 30 days
for a first offense, 120 days for a second
offense and one year for each additional
offense,” Ray’s statement said.
The amendments, if adopted by the
council, would also limit acceptable

See COUNCIL p. 3
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DPS Officials Accused

Laudate Dominum

Liquor Laws
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Keith Baron/The HHIOYA

The GU Concert Choir performed Mozart’s Requiem Saturday night in Gaston Hall.

nor injuries.

liam Tucker and Associate Director Ed
Wilson had been informed about the
assault three weeks after it had occurred

by atleast two “anonymous phone tips.” ;
According to the group’s statement,
however, Tucker and Wilson “failed to

investigate the report until the end of
December.”
y
Wilson confirmed that he and Tucker

had received the phone calls but said
they did not take them seriously and
therefore did not investigate the incident
until December. He added that Jones
was fired from DPS in early January
because of the incident after Tucker
conducted an investigation. Wilson
added that Tucker’s inquiry found Jones
had used unnecessary force in arresting
the suspect.
;
Tucker was away and could not be
reached for comment.
Wilson said that although the incident
occurred in September, Jones was not

See DPS, p. 3

John Kudless Resigns From OAUR
VP to Leave Office in June After Only Two Years at Georgetown
“[OAUR] has a long-standing prece-

By Angeli Airan
HOYA Staff Writer

dent

Vice President for Alumni and University Relations John M. Kudless resigned from his post April 16. His resignation is effective June 29, 1993.
In a memo addressed to office coworkers, Kudless said he had decided to
leave the university because “the
institution’s needs and the direction [the

Office of Alumni and University Relations (OAUR)] is pursuing are not com-

patible.”Jane Daly Seaberg, assistant executive director of public relations, said she
could not discuss Kudless’ resignation
because he decided to leave for “personal reasons.”

of not discussing

personal

mat-

ters,” Seaberg said.
GUSA
Representative
Chris
McLaughlin (CAS *95) said fundraising
is one of the most difficult tasks for
university employees.
“With an endowment of only $300
million, alumni development in the coming years will be a high priority. The
next vice president for alumni relations
has quite a task ahead,” McLaughlin
said.
Kudless came to his position in September, 1991, after serving as vice president for university advancement at Vir-

ginia Commonwealth University in
Richmond, where he raised $62 million.
doubling the university's endowment
fund.
Last

year

at Georgetown,

Kudless

raised $39.7 million, a 27-percent increase from the previous year, accord-

ing to Alumni House figures. The
university’s Honor Role of Donors also
increased by 13 percent and, as of March
31, 1993, the annual fund had increased
by over $5 million.
Kudless succeeded Adele L. Wells
who oversaw Georgetown's alumni,
fundraising and public relations efforts
from 1979 until June 1991.

HOYA Tile

Director of the Department of Public Safety William Tucker.

Rue Presents Revised Speech Code to GUSA
By Hebba Hassanein
HOYA Staff Writer

HOYA File Phcto
Director of Student Programs Penny Rue.

ne

As part of the Speech and Expression Committee’s
effort to get feedback on its planned revisions to the
university’s speech code, Director of Student Programs
Penny Rue answered questions regarding the use of vague
language in the current code at Sunday’s meeting of the
Georgetown University Student Association (GUSA) assembly.
The Office of Student Affairs plans to add the
recommended changes to the new student handbook that
will be distributed in the fall. The new code would “clarify
vague language and still allow for the widest form of
expression,” Rue told the assembly.
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Dies in Sailing Accident
By Peter Kujawinski
HOYA Staff Writer
Andrew M. Booth (CAS 92) died
April 18 of accidental causes while sailing off the Caribbean island of Saba. He
was 23.

“He died perhaps as he might have

wanted to: at sea aboard his Ariel, cherishing his life, grateful for his family and
friends, and having learned to love.
Andrew died a great sailor and through
no fault of his own, having

sailed the

Caribbean for almost a year,” said a
statement from Douglas Steele (CAS
’92), a close friend of Booth’s.
Several of Booth’s close friends declined to comment on the circumstances
surrounding his death.
Steele said Booth had taken a year off
from his studies to sail around the world.
Sabrina Cellarosi (CAS ’93), another
close friend of Booth’s, said he had
always loved to sail.
“He said to me once that if he could
always feel that same way he felt sail-

ing, he would be the happiest and most
contented man alive. What I will miss
most is his wit and zest for life. He had
a passion for life and adventure,”
Cellarosi said.

Booth was not yet certain about his
future plans, Cellarosi added. “He was
thinking about teaching history or entering the business world. He loved history
and was very good at remembering
facts,” she said.
While at Georgetown, Booth was active

in the

GU

Philodemic

Society.

“[Booth] enjoyed debating because it
was

a challenge to his nature

and his

talents,” Steele said.
In addition to debate, Booth was a
member of the secret Steward Society.
During his years at Georgetown, Booth
offered his services as a volunteer, working with the homeless and children, according

to Steele.

“Andrew

was

rare

among young people in being always
conscious of the graces of his life,”
Steele said.
At Georgetown, Booth was “most
likely to join in a religiously oriented
service project. He was exceedingly
bright, and he struck me as being sensitive,” said Bryan Brewer (SFS

’93), a

friend of Booth’s from both the
Philodemic and Steward Societies.
Booth would be remembered for his
loyalty to his friends and to Georgetown, Brewer said. “[Booth]

See BOOTH p. 3

revisions have not significantly altered the original spirit
of the speech code. “[The committee is] really interested
in adding process language to make clear the circumstances under which the university could react,” she said.

“The new policy isn’t more strict but just more clearly
defined. It will make it easier for the administration to
work with and is more fair to the students because they
will know what to expect,” said GUSA Vice Chair Ned
Segal (SLL 96).
But GUSA Representative Chris McLaughlin (CAS
’95) said he felt the code needed further revision to protect

student speech.
“It is the price of our system [that we need to] tolerate
speech or symbolic expressions that are offensive. I don’t
See SPEECH p. 3
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Exam Period Strain Sparks Stomach Pain

+ GRADUATING HOYA STAFFERS sum up their college experiences in senior viewpoints.
See VIEWPOINT, p. 5.

Students Plagued by Health Problems Related to Increased Stress

od

ou

“The policy itself hasn’t changed. The new wording
makes the policy easier to understand,” said Speech and
Expression Committee member Missy McCready (SFS
’94).
The current speech policy defines “grossly offensive”
speech as being based on “matters such as race, ethnicity,
religion, gender or sexual preference.” According to Rue,
the revised policy aims to limit verbal and non-verbal
attacks on individual persons by elaborating on the definition of “grossly offensive.”
“[Only speech] intentionally directed at person or persons in a confrontational manner that reasonably could be
taken by a neutral observer to justify a violent response”
would be subject to disciplinary action, Rue said.
Rue added that the Speech and Expression Committee's

was very

By Alan Bash and Sarah Thiemann
HOYA Staff Writers

+ STUDENTS ARE EXPERIENCING the personal side of the AIDS
epidemic by volunteering their time
to work with AIDS patients through
the fourth-credit community service
option.
See FEATURES, p. 8.

As exams roll in and papers pile up, stress levels
skyrocket here on the Hilltop. It’s time for that inevitable
finals week syndrome: the acidic, nagging, nervous stomach.

Increased stress — whether from social pressures,
uncertainty about future plans or anxiety that schoolwork
won’t get done — causes the stomach to produce extra
amounts of acid, health officials at Georgetown said. And

+ VOLLEYBALL,CYCLING AND
ROLLERBLADING are cool sports
for Hoyas looking to geta good workout while having fun in the sun.
See FEATURES, p. 5.
*THEMEN’S TRACKTEAM won
its third consecutive Big East title this
weekend.
See SPORTS, p. 10.
« THE DUKE BLUE DEVILS
cheated the men’s lacrosse team out
of a berth in the NCAA championships.
See SPORTS, p. 10.

poor eating and sleeping habits associated with exam
week all-nighters only make stomach pain worse.
Many Georgetown students probably experience stressrelated stomach pain this time of year but never seek
medical treatment or advice. According to Dr. Jane
Chretien, Student Health medical director, less than five
percent of Student Health patients come with complaints
of stomach problems.
“Students don’t come and see us” about stomach pain,
Chretien said. “They re too busy, so most of them just deal
with it on their own,” she said.

“I didn’t go to the doctor because I thought it would
sound stupid. There’s nothing a doctor could do about [my
stomachache],” said one School of Foreign Service (SES)
freshman.

Indeed, most stress-related stomach pain can be eliminated without having to see a doctor. Proper diet may be
all that is needed, according to Chretien.

Jennifer Daly (CAS 94) said she suffered from stomachaches whenever she drank caffeine. “Psychologically,
caffeine will keep me awake and will make me work
harder,” she said.
But Daly said she was forced to give up caffeine
because her stomachaches became unbearable. For that
needed caffeine boost, Daly said, students should try iced
tea rather than cola or coffee because “it’s easier on your

stomach.”
Stomach pains can also be caused by greasy foods that
make up most finals week diets, such as pizza, Chinese
food and the popular Fast Break fast food items.
“Dominos

[pizza] and coffee hurt my stomach when

I’m up late studying,” said the SFS freshman. “It makes
me feel like I have a knot in my stomach.”
Catherine Egan (CAS '95) said her stomachaches
stemmed, at least in part, from greasy food she ate at the
Marriott cafeteria.
“The food down here is disgusting,” Egan said, “and I
got sick all the time from it.” She added her stomach pains
went away for the most part when she went off the meal
plan.
Chretien recommended eating high-fiber foods like
fruits and vegetables to alleviate stomach pain. Skipping
breakfast and eating late at night are also causes of
stomach distress. she said.
Sometimes, though, diet changes may not be enough
to stop a nagging stomach pain. One history major in the
See STOMACH, p.8
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LAST RING SALE
Extended TWO

DAYS ONLY!

50.100.

We have the most complete
collection of corrugated
boxes (over 75 sizes), bubble
wrap, biodegradable packing,
Eco-Foam;" pellets, mailing
envelopes, labels, tapes, and
tubes in town. And all are
UPS and Parcel Post approved.
So whether you're moving it,
storing it, or shipping it, we've
got all the supplies you'll need
to make it quick and easy.

On Our Entire

Collection Of

HERFF JONES
College Ring
Styles

Scotch Brand Package
Mailing Tape

Our entire collection

im. | $2.95/roll.

of Herff Jones

College Ring styles

Scotch®

Brand Package

are now on sale!

strong 2” tape for sealing
everything you ship,
move, store or give. The

Mailing Tape is the super

convenient dispenser
means no sticky fingers.

HERFF JONES

Cat. no 147 tan

College Rings

The Container Store”
May 4,5&6

lla.m. - 5 p.m.

SPECIAL!

NO

Dallas

Preston at Forest Ln., 214/386-5054 ® Mockingbird at Central Expwy., 214/373-7044 @ Central Expwy. at Plano Pkwy.
(in front of Collin Creek Mall), 214/424-6063 @ Beltline at Quorum (1 blk. W. of the Tollway) 214/458-9228
Arlington-Midcities
N. Collins (Hwy 157) at I-30 (Lincoln Square), 817/277-4448 or Metro 817/261-3388
Fort Worth
Hulen at I-20 (next to Hulen Mall) 817/346-9580
Austin
8111 Burnet Road (2 blks. N. of Anderson Ln.), 512/458-5652
San Antonio
7202 San Pedro (1 blk. S. of North Star Mall), 512/341-7848
Houston
Post Oak at Westheimer (across from The Galleria), 713/960-1722
Atlanta
Peachtree Rd. at Piedmont (just S. of Lenox Square Mall), 404/261-4776
Washington, D.C.
8508 Leesburg Pike just West of Tyson's Corner, 703/883-2122
Store Hours:
Monday-Saturday 9-9, Sunday 11-6

DEPOSIT!

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

| BOOK STORE
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Individuals needed to test the safety and effectiveness on an investigational

* Expert In Compister Storage

6 xes

2
2 Seder

|(especially an inhaled steroid) you may qualify. (Women of childbearing potential

* Personalized Inventory

Packing Suppl

;

will be asked about contraceptive practices.)

* Secured, Itemized Storage
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atleast 12 years old, anonsmoker, in general good health, and on daily medication

* Insurance Included

SUMMER STORAGE

* 24-Hour On-Call Emergency

Fourteen weeks of free asthma medical supervision and up to $1,000.00 for
participation. If you fit the above criteria and are interested and feel you may
qualify, please call the Clinical Study Coordinator of Allergy and Asthma

Service

PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

Associates of Washington at (202) 686-5058

‘Allan M. Weinstein, M.D.

For further information call(202) 393-3670 or our Corporate Office at (800) 562-8524

Richard J. Summers, M.D.
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ANNOUNCING
EYE-OPENING
SAVINGS.
3 For $99

Looks like a
\Vivarin night.
It’s 10 PM. You've crammed for finals

all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.

But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive

* Eye Exam

+ 1 Pair Prescription Eyeglasses
» 1 Pair of Daily Wear Contact Lenses
or Second Pair Prescription Eyeglasses

with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,

Vivarin helps keep you awake

and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,

make it a Vivarin night!

0

|

Revised 1993 All Rights Reserved

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE

inhalant and its delivery system for the treatment of moderate asthma. If y00 are:

*

© Copyright 1991 The Container Store”

L

Eyeglasses include clear, single vision plastic lenses & frames from a special collection. Some
prescriptions at additional charge. Contact lenses include one pair of clear, daily wear spherical
lenses, exam, fitting and follow-up visit. This offer may not be used in conjunction with any other
discounts or union plans. Other restrictions apply. Expires 5/15/93.

I
i
i
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COMPLETE PAIR OF PRESCRIPTION GLASSES.
ke

for:fas

pickup—safe as coffee

Minimum purchase after discount must be $75. Cannot be combined with any other discounts
or special offers. Other restrictions apply. Offer expires 6/15/93.

(202) 728-1041

Iverson Mall, (Open Sundays
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;

Temple Hills (301) 899-1455
Landover Mall
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Use only as directed. Contains caffeine equivalent to 2 cups of coffee.
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Landover (301) 322-7787
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with VIVARIN? ° \
©1993 SmithKline Beecham.
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LENSES

TipuRe

We feature Armani, Calvin Klein, Police and RayBan eyewear.
Present your college ID for an additional 10% off any purchase.
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19,278 TOPICS- ALL SUBJECTS

Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC'or COD
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Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information

College Tuition Finders®

#206-A, Los Angeles. CA 90025

Millions of dollars in unclaimed corporate grants available now!

School of N Ursing and Friends

You must apply! Act now!
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MEDICATION

For only $99 processing fee
WE GUARANTEE YOU 6 GRANTS!
100% Money Back Guarantee
FREE INFO-PAK (202) 452 5974
24 Hour voice recording

at

The Ivymount School

TEST AN INVESTIGATIONAL]

“We match your profile with FREE grants”

+ Ages

12 and up, with asthma

who use daily asthma medication
« Women of childbearing potential
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must regularly use contraception
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to be eligible.

- A stipend of up to $500 is offered
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for full participation.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE
CALL LOIS KAY AT
301-565-8207.
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Relax. With a weekend package
at Washington's ANA Hotel, you
get a lot for a little at one low price.
Wake up to the most continental
of breakfasts. Continue with

the luxurious world of Westin, the

excitement of Washington is just
outside your door.
For reservations, call 202429-2400 or 1-800-228-3000.
Rates from $129.00 per room

per night.

Does not include tax and gratuities
and cannot be applied to groups.
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EDITORIAL
Letters to the Editor
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GPB Defends Springfest Events

Founded January 16, 1920

Ailing Student Health
The university currently has a budget
freeze for all student services, including
Student Health. According to the division's
director, Stephen Henske, Student Health

will now have to find “creative ways" to
stretch its budget and continue to provide health services to students.

Student Health currently has a bad
reputation among students who feel their
health problems are not taken care of
competently. Right now Student Health

fails to serve students

adequately and

Squeezing students even tighter for a
service

they have

legitimate

complaints

about should not be the answer to Student Health's budget problems.
Student Health can better serve the
community by offering convenient hours
and more diverse services to the student
body. For example, if students become ill
after four p.m. or over the weekend, they
should not be forced to decide whether to
visit the hospital emergency room or wait
until Student Health office hours to re-

restricting the service's financial resources

ceive

| will

receive the care they need without a
battery of unnecessary and costly tests.

only

compound

this

problem.

Al-

though we understand the entire univer“sity is in the midst of a budget crunch,
Student Health is a department that already has a bad track record on serving
students and freezing spending where it
is most needed will not improve matters.
Students have a number of complaints
against Student Health: the office has
limited hours during the week and none
on the weekend. When the service is
open, students are bombarded with unnecessary and usually expensive tests.
The university's basic approach to restricting funding is fundamentally flawed

To

treatment.

achieve

however,

Students

should

this expansion

the

also

of services,

administration

must

re-

verse its current position on the budget
freeze and reach deeper into its resources

to adequately fund Student Health. This
change

may

require

a

shift

in

the

university's financial priorities, but Student Health is one of the most important
services Hoyas will need over the course
of their four years at Georgetown and it
should be a high priority.
Skimping on student heath care not
only undermines the administration's

because the current level of funds Stu-

commitment

dent Health receives does not allow it to
doits job well. Faced with a budget freeze,
Student Health administrators cannot
even begin to think about methods to
improve the services offered by the department, and in fact have suggested
they may charge for services that are
currently offered for free.

needs while they are members of the
university community, but also prevents
students from getting their money's worth
from Georgetown. Planting less flowers

to meeting

students’ basic

before parents show up for graduation
and spending more on student services

year-round would be a wise policy for the
university to follow.

~ Time to Clean Up GU
Most Georgetown students agree that
spring is one of the most beautiful times
on campus: the skies are clear, the cherry
trees are blooming, the humidity is not
yet unbearable and the grass is green.
The warm spring air, however, should
not liberate students from the civil responsibility of depositing refuse in the
numerous trash cans and recycling stations located around campus.
It is unfortunate that amidst spring
celebrations Hoyas become litterbugs.
The parties in Henle last Saturday night
were well-attended and provided fun to
students trying to escape from the stress
of up-coming finals, but numerous beer
cans and cups were left strewn about on

Sunday.
Weekend sun bathers left Fast Break
bags and soda cans on Copley lawn and

Leavey esplanade, while Saturday's lacrosse fans showed their support for the
team by scattering trash underneath the
bleachers on Kehoe Field.
Quite simply, if students are going to

enjoy the nice weather by using various
outdoor

spots

on

campus,

they

must

clean up after themselves. A large number of students showed support [or university maintenance workers in a protest

last week, and yet these same students
create extra work for them by leaving
litter all over the campus.

To the Editor:
In your Tuesday, April 27, editorial
entitled “For the Firds” you state that:
“Every year the Georgetown Program
Board (GPB) hosts Springfest, and every year students complain about it.”
Our response is that every year, the
Program Board hosts Springfest, and
every year we have to rebut THE Hoya
for their unfair criticism of our performance. THE Hoya is a newspaper. and
as such, has little insight into programming successful events for our campus
community.
To begin with, the Program Board
tirelessly debated on how we could possibly bring a big name concert on campus. Our problem was two fold: first,.
where to put them, and second, how to
pay them. We simply do not possess a
venue big enough (like Lisner Auditorium or the Smith Center) to host a big
name concert. Most bands are not crazy
about performing for a capacity crowd
of a whopping 2700 in McDonough
Gymnasium. Because potential revenue
is so low, most bands are not financially
feasible for GPB to produce. GPB finances were also severely impaired because of the mediocre turnout at Homecoming. Bearing all of this in mind.
GPB decided that rather than cancel any
prospect of a concert, the Board would
look into getting a discount for Georgetown students to other concerts in the
area. GPB was able to convince the GW
Program Board to grant us a concession
on ticket sales to their two April con-

To the Editor:
With all due respect to Father Richard
McSorley I must point out some twisted
logic and unfounded assumptions in his
article, [“Homosexuality: An Acquired
Trait,” April 27]. McSorley’s logic takes
leaps and bounds from shaky foundations to baseless conclusions.
Here is the essence of McSorley’s
argument: Homosexuality has not been
adequately proven as a genetic trait.
Therefore, itis an acquired trait “like the
ability to play football,” which means it
is under the control of the individual.
Thus, the individual is presumed able to
choose this sexual orientation, and deserves no special allowance for having
made a choice which “may be bad.”

around campus

this argument is too far-fetched to war-

proper places.

should be liberally used

rant further discussion.
The analogies given by McSorley in
his description of acquired traits include
only abilities derived from deliberate

— not abused.

practice (music, football, language) and

not characteristics decided by outside
factors. Persons who are born into poor
families or who are handicapped by
childhood injuries do not choose their
states of poverty or disability. Nor are
these genetically inherited traits. Rather,
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Hoya’s conclusion that
be cancelling the Movie
next year was as unfair as
A Movie on the Lawn is

safer, and

less costly to produce

GPB
on the
it was
much
than

hosting a major concert such as Jesus
Jones. which costs well over $45,000
(more than the annual

allocation GPB

receives from the university).
Second, THE Hoya has no idea how
hard GPB tried to make the most of
Springfest '93. Contrary to the April 27
editorial, GPB did “strive to overcome
what [we] could control.” True, we did

not host a concert, but instead we created other new and exciting events to
entertain the community. GPB hosted
the first annual Gong Show in Gaston
Hall. GPB also brought carnival games
to Founder’s Day. Even more games
would have been available had the
weather notbeen so hateful on Thursday
for the Pig Roast. With regards to the
length of Springfest, GPB shortened it
significantly from last year in order to
pour more energy and money into the
events we did produce.
These tirst two inaccuracies in THE
Hova’s editorial were not nearly as upsetting as the last accusation that GPB
did not encourage other student groups
to participate in Springfest. Even a cursory glance at the Springfest poster

Food and beverage costs, however, we

but a fraction
Springlest.

of expenses

during

In conclusion, the Board and Committee members of GPB worked long
and hard to bring the best possible
Springfest to campus this year. We wish
that the weather would have cooper-

ated, and it would have been nice if
$50,000 dropped out of the sky into our
office for a concert; but alas, neither of

these occurred. GPB is rightly proud of
the events of Springfest 1993 and THE
Hoya has precious little experience in
programming

from

which

it can criti-

cize GPB for its efforts.
GPB BOARD OF DIRECTORS
BRIAN HAYDEN, SES '94
ELIZABETH BUCKMAN, CAS "95
CHRIS DEUTSCHEN, SBA "94
ALLISON ROBERTSHAW, SES "95
DAVID EHRENBERG. SBA "94
SEAN EGAN. SLL "04
JOHN DALY. SLL *95
KAREN DIZON, SES 96
DouG ASTROP. SBA "94

In His Perspective on Homosexuality

Spring is a beautiful time at Georgetown and the beautiful outdoor spots

sibility of recycling seriously. Just about
every student would claim they are concerned about the environment, yet far too
many glass bottles, cans and newspapers
are littered. Both the DC government and
the university have taken steps to provide
recycling bins to students on and off
campus, and students should be responsible enough to insure that their glass,
cans and newspapers wind up in the

The
would
Lawn
cheap.

shows that both the JCC and SBA hosted
barbecues during Springfest. GPB realizes that it does not have the manpower
or funds to run Springfest all by its
lonesome; that is why every year it solicits other campus groups to host events
during the week. This year was no difterent. As far as following GUSA''s example of getting corporate sponsorship
of food and beverage. GPB did. FritoLay donated the weekend's potato chips.

McSorley’s Logic Called “Twisted”

This is all based on McSorley’s perception of scientific evidence which he
considers inadequate to prove the genetic roots of homosexuality. He twists
the evidence which favors genetic roots
to indicate the opposite. He gives the
example of the hypothalamus, which in
homosexual adults was found to differ
in size from that of heterosexual adults.
This difference in hypothalamus size
could cause the observed behavioral
difference in sexual orientation. Fr.
McSorley, however, says that homosexual activity may cause this change in
the hypothalamus, thus saying that heterosexual and homosexual intercourse
have different effects on the growth of
part of the brain. Biologically speaking,

Students should also take the respon-

certs. We realize it is not the same as
hosting a concert ourselves, but we
wanted to give students at least some
advantageto seeing aconcertelsewhere.

these are circumstances beyond the
individual’s control, and are bases for
special treatment of individuals.
I do not mean to imply by my examples that homosexuality is a handicap, or a state inferior: tozheterosexuals
ity. Rather, I intend to demonstrate that

genetic differences are not the only factors at issue in tolerance, ‘acceptance
and respect of people who differ from
ourselves.
Perhaps a good part of the problem
with McSorley’s viewpoint is that he
denies the extent to which homosexuality exists, almost denying thatit exists at
all. He refers to “grossly exaggerated”
statistics stating that “five to ten percent
of seminarians are homosexuals.” He
counters this statistic with his 60 years’
experience as a Jesuit, in which he “never
met or even heard of a priest or seminarian who was homosexual.”
First of all. five to ten percent is
somewhat less than the estimated homosexual portion of the general population. Remove heterosexuals who get

married, and you are left with a disproportionately high number of (perhaps
repressed) homosexual individuals who
may enter the priesthood. I can say with
no doubt in my mind that McSorley has
"indeed met homosexual priests. The
mere mention of this statistic in his
article proves that he has heard of the
existence of homosexual priests in at
least one instance. If he lives in a reli-

gious commune of any size, he probably
lives among several of them, but has no

reason to question their sexual orientation. Indeed, there is no reason why
anyone should criticize other people’s
sexual orientation.
McSorley made some strange analogies relating homosexuality to football
and playing the piano. Please permit me
to make a different analogy. Compare
homosexuality to left-handedness. Both
may or may not be genetically inherited,

but are generally considered out of the
control of the individual. Both occur
statistically at frequencies close to ten
percent. Both can exist in combination
with the more common alternative state
» (bisexuality and ambidexterity). In both
cases the minority population has justas
«muchrightto its state of existence as the

majority “has to its own. Left-handed
individuals should not be forced to conform to the right-handed majority. but
some compromise should be reached to
allow both to coexist. The same is true of
homosexual individuals in a heterosexual majority. There is no reason why

a person should be labeled as different
nor forced to conform to the majority,
simply because of a minority trait.
Even in this century, some devout
Catholics condemned left-handedness
as a sign of the devil. My own grandmother would hit my aunt when the
latter ate with her left hand as a child.
However, we now think of discrimination against left-handed individuals as
absurd. Similarly, the Catholic Church

authorities may eventually begin to admitand accept what many Catholic individuals have known for decades: Homosexuality does exist, whether you
like it or not. Get used to it.
Even after 60 years as a Jesuit,
McSorley has a thing or two to learn
about tolerance, acceptance and respect
of people who differ from what he considers normal. He says in his final paragraph, “Discrimination against someone because of an acquired characieristic [suchas homosexuality] is not neces-

sarily evil.” This is plainly wrong. The
discrimination he describes is necessarily evil, because it relates to a circumstance beyond

the control of the indi-

vidual. It is this discrimination which
must be overcome.
MicHAEL KULLEN
CAS

"96

Cristiani’s Efforts Should be Praised
To the Editor:
On the 31st of December, 1991,
an unprecedented event took place
in Mexico City when the Salvadorean president, Alfredo Cristiani, voluntarily stepped forward to shake
hands with the five FMLN leaders at
the signing ceremony of the Salvadorean peace plan. Everyone
present, including the guerilla leaders, were shocked as the president
agreed to shake hands with people
who just a year earlier had masterminded an assassination attempt
against him. The same people who
forced his son out of the country for
fear of kidnapping. The same people
who reminded Cristiani on a daily
basis that his family as well as himself were at risk because he wanted
to do what he thought was right for

his country.

The message was clear, the time to
forgive had begun. One cannot heal
the wounds of a 13—year—old civil
war with a simple handshake, yet it
isastart. Guerilla leaders themselves
have lauded Cristiani’s efforts to
achieve peace in El Salvador.
I write this letter because I was
outraged at a letter written to THE
Hoya by the father of a Georgetown
alumnus asking that Georgetown
University, Cristiani’s alma mater,
expel him as an alumnus. As a Georgetown student I am proud that it
was a Georgetown graduate who for
the first time brought to trial high
ranking officers accused of killing
six Jesuit priests, their cook and her
daughter. I am proud that it was a
Georgetown graduate who finally
managed to give El Salvador the
peace that it deserved yet did not

have for 13 years. And finally, [ am
proud that it was a fellow
Georgetowner who had it in him to
shake hands and forgive the people
who wanted to kill him and his family.
I wonder if the person who wrote
the letter condemning Cristiani could
shake

hands

with

someone

who

wanted to kill him and his daughter.
The ability to forgive is aquality that
very few people possess and El Salvador desperately needs. The time
has come in El Salvador to lay down
the weapons and extend each other a

hand. If Cristiani can do it so can
others. I am proud to be a student of
the University that helped form
Cristiani’s moral values.
JORGE GUAJARDO
SFS "93

5. THEH

SENIOR VIEWPOINTS
Jeremy Bash

Georgetown Was a. . . Bash
Two years ago, as the newly elected editor in chief of THE
Hoya, one of my first tasks was editing the senior viewpoints
section. My own senior year seemed so far off then. I nevertheless began to think about my own senior viewpoint, how I
would reflect on the university that has taught me so much,
how to thank the close friends I've made here and how to
chronicle the wonderful memories I'll soon take home from
this place.
Now, as a graduating senior, I am at a loss. The end of
college and this assignment has crept up on me and caught me
off guard. A new, young editor is hounding me to meet his
deadline and there is just too much to say.
Working at THE Hoya has been the single most defining
aspect of my Georgetown career. Here in this office, working
with some very talented people, I learned to write. I learned to
ask the right questions, and I learned to work fast. These skills
propelled me through my classes at Georgetown, which I am
convinced were easier because of my experience at THE Hoya.
My name first appeared in the board box in October 1989,
just a few weeks into college, and has remained there ever
since — seven semesters on the board, possibly as many as
130 editorial meetings, over 1,000 articles edited and countless hours spent pouring over the next day’s issue.
Some memorable moments from my years at THE Hoya: the
time we stopped publication in protest of the administration’s
decision to not allow us to run a pro-choice ad; the day Itrailed
my brother out to the Dunn Loring Metro station where he had
setup a secret interview with a strange man who had called to
say he had dirt on the facilities department (I just wanted to
make sure Alan was safe, and the source never spotted me).
I remember the board meeting when someone ran in to tell
us, “We're bombing Iraq.” The next night, two friends of mine
who were studying in Tel Aviv called me from their bomb
shelter to report how they survived the Scuds. Their story ran
the next day.
I’ve put everything on these pages, including a plea for help
for a friend who was dying of bone marrow cancer, a birthday
wish to my mom and an all-out call for suggestions on what to
do with my life (see page 8).

Thankfully. [ also had a life outside this office. Between my
other commitments and the quality time spent with my close
friends, I have learned more outside the classroom than inside.
Who would have thought that a Jewish kid from the East Coast
would count among his best friends a white Catholic woman
from the Midwest and an African-American Presbyterian man
from California? I assure you that would not have occurred at
Penn or Columbia.
Georgetown'’s religious atmosphere has also made this
place unique to me. Just a few nights ago, a friend leaned over
to me at a party and told me she said a prayer for my sick
relative. Only at Georgetown, I thought as I smiled and said
thank you.
- Being active in the Jewish community here at the nation’s
oldest Catholic

school

also proved

to be one of the most

challenging experiences of my life. Not only does this school
have a relatively small Jewish population, but most of the
discourse on the Arab-Israeli conflict emanates from the
university’s decided pro-Arab bias. Georgetown’s damning
reputation as a mouthpiece for the Arab world is something I
have worked hard to repair. Interestingly enough, in the
process of arguing with the Arabic people on campus, I have
become friends with most.
Meanwhile. I have learned that there is no shortage of antisemites here. as evidenced by the numerous students and
professors who have accused me of trying to orchestrate a
Jewish takeover of the campus press, the Lecture Fund,
GUSA and any other organizations in which Jews are active.
While those comments never deterred me from being an
active, visible campus leader, I'll never forget how sick they
made me.
But what I'll remember most will be the 3 a.m. discussions
with my roommates, the night I was detained by DPS for
trying to steal the Healy Clock hands, the time freshman year
when I asked, “What's the Tombs?,” the first time I drank with

Michael Conathan/The HOYA

It’s been fabulous. College exceeded all of my expectations, shattered my assumptions, forced me to stand up for
what I believe, showed me how to push myself to the limit and.
most of all, taught me to appreciate everything I’ve been given
here. Special thanks to my mom, whose hard work allowed me
to attend Georgetown, and to my dad, who saved all my clips
and was my biggest fan. To them, and to all my friends, thank
you.

a Jesuit, the Jewish retreats, nights at the Pub, basketball with

Jeff at Yates, the “car accident” call from GERMS, tutoring
Aisha, spinning vinyl from the 70s at WGTB, leading Friday
night services, and, of course, the late-nights at THE Hoya.

Jeremy Bash (CAS '93) has served as chair of the board of
directors, editor in chief, managing editor, contributing editor and features editor of THE Hoya.

Alan Bash

A Time to Sing
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tim delaune

Twenty Years Of
Schoolin’ And They Put
You on The Day Shift

ex-president’s wife, i’m told), starin’ out at it

they're callin’ us generation x. i don’t know,
i think it’s more like we’re generation why.
just look around: “why ask why?
who am i; why am i here?
why do birds suddenly appear every time you are near?”
have you ever heard a satisfying answer to these
or any other why? do you really believe?
i believe, i think, in theory.

i believe in paradigms. i believe in myriad ways
of explaining the “this, here, now” including breaking it
into pieces and squinting at it, comparing it to
signs, symbols, images, and celestial phenomena,
doing as much as you can do, including playing
the walk-on part in a war and the lead role in a cage.
i believe in U2’s answer to john lennon’s answer
to the question we’re all asked to answer all the time
about what it is that we believe in exactly.
i believe i’m confused. i believe if you're still
reading this you are confused as well. i believe the
fine arts department at georgetown is paltry (but

I'm

CL
n-

>She
armdiich

thru no fault of its own, cliff). i believe nothing is

necessarily as it seems.
speaking of arts, i believe in them. i believe
in every layer of meaning in a “simple” cezanne,
and in every infinite space between every note of a
bach fugue. i’ve learned about spaces and layers
on this hill, where i arrived knowing only the

surface and the notes, and where i am now but
a fool, with the world spinning ‘round me
more often too fast than too slow. i’ve learned
all the rules, and relish breaking them.
i’ve seen the good and the bad in
everyone i’ve met here and have stored up their
memory and don’t plan on shaking them
anytime soon and don’t want to shake what i’ve
seen here, but can’t wait to leave and get
past the memories either.

and so after four years of
intermittently lookin’ out over that
mythical pseudo-city not named after
ms. carter torn (as usual) between

action and contemplation (a dilemma even
the jesuits can’t seem to solve), between

trying to change things in the world around me
an’ gettin’ hit upside the head for it and just
sitting back and enjoyin’ life, and i still don’t
know yet which one i’m goin’ with, but it’s
gotta be one or the other at this point,
‘cause my arms are gettin’ tired from hangin’
between the two.
tim delaune (CAS 93) has served as managing editor

and entertainment editor of THE Hoya.
—

helped him with his English papers
and he made sure my socks matched

gadfly: ripping on GPB in editorials,
combing campus for propped-open
fire doors, hashing out GUSA infighting and following DPS cars
around the city. It’s finally time to
meditate on the many good things

my tie. No, we didn’t have the ArabIsraeli conflict figured out by year’s
end, but we sure had fun trying.
ESCAPE. I had the pleasure of

~ about Georgetown and the wonder-

much-needed chance to stop and think
about who they are and who they
want to be. The placidity of the Chesapeake, the absurdity of a square dance.
the intensity of realizing that we're
all going through the same anxieties.
Although no organized religion was
involved, the ESCAPE program
stands as the single greatest embodiment of the Ignatian vision I have
seen at Georgetown.
Rabbi Harold White. His intellect
and leadership on behalf of interfaith
dialogue make Rabbi White one of
the greatest treasures at this, the oldest Catholic university in America.
He radiates a spirituality that has
earned him a tremendous following

ful experiences I have had here:
Thought-provoking professors. I
skipped classes early and often, but
attended enough to realize that the
very best courses were those where
the professors’ words sent me thinking about The Big Issues. Professor
Joe Murphy challenged my assumptions about what is myth and what is
reality. Father Schall sparked my in-

so i’m walkin’ through this life an’
someone asks me where i’m goin’ to college
an’ after a moment or two of serious indirection,
i find myself here on some hill, starin’ out over
a place called Rosslyn (no relation to the
thru my window wonderin’ what ever possessed
me to do something so ridiculous as to consign
myself to a cinder-block building designed after a
minimum security prison, when i realize it
wasn’t my decision after all, which spoke volumes
about what was to come in my next four years
that i thought would be so free, but in fact
were writ in concrete that hardened faster
with each step i took.

I’ve spent too much time in the last
four years playing the role of campus

est in the role of the poet and the

Michael Conathan/The HOYA

Brian Wheeler

Reinventing the Whee
I can’t think of a word to write.
This is alittle unusual for me. For the past four
years, I have spent more time writing articles for
Tue Hoya than I have doing homework (that is
not an exaggeration). I have written about all
sorts of campus news events. I have reviewed
everything for the entertainment section, from
subjects about which I have felt comfortable to

those that made no sense to me (a trip to the
Corcoran gallery to cover an abstract art exhibition springs to mind).
I have written editorials about GU Choice,
about Big East basketball, about the rugby team’s
shenanigans. When the viewpoint page was short
on material one week, I even managed to throw
something together about the fire in Waco, TX.
But I still can’t think of a word to write about
my four years at Georgetown.
Maybe I’ve run out of things to say.
No, it’s alot simpler than that. During my time
at Georgetown, I have developed opinions about
my experiences. Most of them aren’t original,
but at the time they seemed important.
After my freshman year, I realized that my
New Hampshire home wasn’t what it used to be.
Small town life wasn’t nearly as lively as life on
a college campus in the middle of Washington. I
looked down at my friends from high school who
never left home

or ventured only so far as the

University of New Hampshire. I thought then
that Georgetown had made me cosmopolitan,
urbane. I thought I was cool!
After my sophomore year, I was frustrated that
Georgetown wasn’t as easy or rewarding as
everything in my life had been until then. I
couldn’t land that plum summer job with The
Washington Post that I hoped I would get. I still
hadn’t developed any friendships as deep as the
ones Ihad inhigh school. And, after becoming an
editor at THE Hoya, my grades dropped. My
parents weren't too thrilled, either.
By the end of junior year, I had developed a
new setof opinions about Georgetown. My grades
were no better, but I understood that college was
about more than grades. It was about maturing. I
landed that job at the Post and also felt independent. I thanked Georgetown for allowing me to
grow into an adult within the confines of Healy
Gates. I had made plenty of mistakes along the
way — an offhand remark or two (OK, lots more)

that offended friends unintentionally — but in

college, mistakes were almost expected.
My parents still weren't too thrilled about the
grades, but I knew I had grown in less tangible,
more important ways. I was more articulate,
more confident and much different from the
person who left high school three years earlier.
So, now I’m at the four-year mark. Shouldn’t
Ibe putting everything into perspective, combining my experience here with my knowledge of
the university to produce a grand Theory of
Everything?
Actually, no. I think that if I’ve realized anything during my senior year, it’s that I don’t need
to put everything into perspective. Everything I
feltabout Georgetown during my first three years
still holds true, but I dont feel now as though I
have that much more to add.
The end of college, it seems to me, doesn’t
need to translate into the end of anything. As a
part-time student this semester, I have had the
chance to look at lite beyond Georgetown, at
finding a job (in case any newspaper editors are
reading this, I still need one) and at possibly
going to journalism school. Leaving Georgetown will seem strange but, after seeing life on
the outside, it won’t have the same sense of
finality as when I left high school.
:
T'used to think that life was episodic, that it was
a series of acts in some sort of Shakespearian
drama. But that's not the case. Georgetown is
justanother four years in my life, special because
of Washington and the kind of people that I met,
but just another four years. There is little about
this place thatI won’tencounter somewhere else.
I’m happy with that. Instead of closing a chapter in my life titled “College,” I'll be taking part
of Georgetown with me. The Georgetown experience, whatever it is, doesn’t end June 1. It will
continue for the rest of our lives, like it or not. I
don’t want to sit around when I'm in my forties,

philosopher in society. And ProfessorDouglass asked, “have wereached
the end of history?” That’s what college should be about.
Marriott. Laugh if you will, but the
cafeteria service is the unsung hero
of Georgetown. For Marriott, change
is a friend, not a foe. Students

are

allies, not adversaries. And so I love
Marriott not only for its food (which
is good!) and the great conversations
I’ve had over bowls of celery, but
also because Marriott has embodied
aprogressive spirit thatmost of Georgetown has not.

The GU Gospel Choir. No other
performing group at Georgetown has
brought me to tears. The choir members combine real vocal talent and a
fervor that proves their songs come
from the heart. It is a religious and
cultural experience that no student
should miss.
Talal Alkhereiji. He was my treshman roommate from Saudi Arabia.
We would talk about the Middle East
one night and about good-looking
women in the senior class the next. I

serving on the staff of this retreat
program, which offers freshmen a

among students, and he has taught
me more about lite and my Judaism

than any other person at GU has.
There you have it — a few of my
favorite things. Yes. I've avoided in
many ways the self-confrontation that

senior viewpoints inevitably entail.
also haven't penned the best senior

viewpoint ever. packed with allusions to Dostoyevsky and musings
on the nature of Truth.
But you're not much interested in
my personal journey through Healy
Gates and into inner space: you'll
take your own journey sooner or later.
It will be too personal and too fascinating to write in any newspaper.
Alan Bash (CAS '93) has served as
senior news editor, associate editor

and contributing editor of THEHOYA.

saying, “Yep, college, now those were the best

days of my life!™ And I dont think I will.
Simply put, Georgetown has provided memories, both fond and frivolous. and changed me

considerably. Like the next four years and every
four years after that, I can’t ask for much more.
Brian Wheeler (CAS '93) served as editor in
chief, managing editor, entertainment editor and
news editor of THE Hoya.
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ENIOR VIEWPOINTS
Nathan Harrison

Kevin Haggard

Hail to the Victors
After four years at Georgetown I'm
20 pounds heavier (all muscle of course).
unemployed and I still can’t manage to
dunk a basketball.
But, despite these traumatic failures
and the fact that the Hoya basketball
team didn’t win the NCAA Tournament
in any of my four years here, I've had
one hell of a good time.
Since coming to the Hilltop-as a babyfaced freshman, I've had the opportunity to meet and interact with people
from other countries, study economics
in London and hob-nob with some of the
giants in the sports world (thanks to my

Always have a
second sports team
to root for in
addition to the
Hoyas.
involvement with THE Hoya) —

all of

this while living in the nation’s capitol
and having an obscene amount of fun.
These experiences may seem like a
bunch of unnecessary distractions from
astudent’s primary purpose of studying,
but, to me, leaning should not end after
each class. Instead, the most valuable

lessons in life are learned when the school

day is over.
My knowledge has increased immeasurably during the past four years and
the lessons I have learned are far too
numerous to mention in such a confined
space, but there ate a few that deserve
special mention:
1) No matter how much I think I know

there are a million more things that I will
never know. Thanks to my studies at
Georgetown I could probably explain an
eigenvector, a Markov chain, a t-statistic or a linear regression. On the other
hand, I probably couldn’t tell the difference between Plato and Play-doh.
I am also the guy who thought, until
just recently, that Martha's Vineyard
was located somewhere in Napa Valley,
California — not Massachussetts. That
“vineyard” part threw me off (So sue me
— I'm from the Midwest) and just how
many of you could differentiate between
Michigan and Lake Michigan on amap?
2) These are the best years of our
lives. My father, Paul, has been telling
me this in jest for years but I'm just
beginning to find this out for myself. I
know that all of us will go on to lead
fruitful and enjoyable lives, but honestly, at what other time can we be as
carefree? At college we can go out until
all hours of the morning and stagger to
the Pub, a sweatpit crammed with 300 of
our closest friends. Then we can make
complete dancing fools of ourselves. Is
that great or what?
3) Always have a second sports team
to root for in addition to the Hoyas. This

Michael Conathan/The HOYA

is probably the most important lesson I
have learned since the Hoyas started
taking NIT berths. | am an admitted
sportsaholic and if [ had been without a
back-up team to watch during the fall
and winter seasons, [ probably would
have jumped off the roof of the Cap
Centre out of total frustration.
I won't tell you who my auxiliary
team is but, if you know me at all, it’s
pretty obvious.

Finally, as I mentioned before, [don’t
have a job for next year so if you have
any ideas for my future, feel free to call
me at THE Hoya and let me know. Or, if
you'd rather make a donation to the Nate
Harrison Unemployment Fund, that
would be even better.
NathanHarrison (CAS ' 93) has served
as senior sports editor and contributing

editor of THE Hoya.

Sarah Bowen
Darren Carroll for The HOYA

Dear Coach Thompson,
Four years ago, you had your chance. A skinny 6° 8" guy from Seattle could

have played for you. Heck, I would have paid my own way to school. 1
wouldn’t even have transferred and you could have had a senior on the team
this year. But, the luck is yours — I have one year of eligibility left. Give
‘me a call.
=
Sincerely, Kevin Haggard
Kevin Haggard (CAS '93) has served as photo editor of THE Hoya.

Erin M. Sweeney

Friends: What Life’s All About
For the past few months I’ve had a hard time
answering when someone asked me whether I
was glad to be graduating. I would laugh and
think, are you kidding? Iknow a good thing when
I see it. I work across the bridge most of the day
in Rosslyn, and know what I'm getting myself
into in one short month. At school, I’ve got it
made. Nice schedule. Nice naps. Nice friends.
Nice life.
Still, something happened just last week. The
final paper crunch hit. Sure, all I had to do was
compare Yoruban and Shona approaches to the
existential question of “why does the world suck?”
in 25 pages orless with particular reference to the
ways women make it so. But it sent me careening
over the edge.
My roommate and I have a running joke.
Whenever something tough happens to one of us
— and with our thin skins, that’s pretty often —
we’ll say, “You know, life is really hard.”
We know we're full of it. We go to one of the
best schools in the country, are graduating without owing the national debt, and although we’re
both unemployed (if you know someone in New
York who can give an unemployed graduate a
job, I'm in the book), we’ll find something to do,
eventually.
Yet, sometimes the weight of the world is on
our shoulders. I’ve had my share of tough times
at Georgetown, some of which I may never
recover from. I've been hurt badly. I don’t think
I could have survived without my close friends
and that’s what makes leaving so hard.
I spend a lot of time thinking about my friends.
wondering whether I'll see them next month or
next year. And I wonder when we meet again if
we’ll be able to ask those inane questions that

remind us how close we are to each other.
Isn’t that all college is really about anyway?
Late-night talks with periodic outbursts of
giggles? Being able to cry on someone’s shoulder as you fret about a frightening exam? Calling
up late at night and saying, “Hey, can you come
over? I need to talk to you.”
Until this year, I was the quintessential “Leavey
rat.” [lived out of a cereal box from Vital Vittles.
slept on'a moldy couch in THE Hoya office, and
studied atrandom hours in equally random places.
My parents rarely called me at home and my
friends, well, they waited for me to call them. I

was so busy and they knew the chances of my
going out on a week night were about the same as
winning the Virginia lottery.
It seemed like I was always apologizing to
them. “I’m sorry I can’t go to Lulu’s. I’ve got to
interview the head of the committee on deferred
maintenance,” or, “no, I'd love to go to Atlantic
City with you, but really, this article on the
Reservoir stoplight can’t wait.” They were always understanding, even if they didn’t quite
understand my priorities.
I miss the life, don’t get me wrong. Like lots of
sick people, I thrive on stress. But I feel free now.
Although I wish I had learned earlier that taking
time to be with friends is really what life is all
about, even now, at this late hour, I know I'm two
steps ahead of lots of people. Life doesn’t have to
be so hard, and that makes going out into the
scary “real world” that much easier.
Sarah Bowen (SFS '93) has served as manag-

ing editor, associate editor and news editor of
Tue Hoya.
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Andy Kim

‘1 Wanna’ Be an Airborne Ranger. . .

my horizons in so many ways
It seems like only yesterday I was a carefree little town has expanded
boy sleeping in the bunk bed my brother and I and filled me with so many memories that I
wouldn’t know where to begin in explaining them
shared in grade school. Some nights before we fell
all.
asleep, 1 would slip my hand down the space
between the bed and the wall and knock. My
Before Georgetown I never knew I had such a
brother would then reach up and hold my hand, and
great interest in writing. Before Georgetown I
we’d have finger wars or slap fights into the wee
never had the pleasure of meeting people from the
hours of the moming — that is, if he didn’t decide
farthest reaches of the world. Before Georgetown
to wipe a booger on me instead.
I never knew what it was like to be independent.
Other nights we would just talk, dreaming of The experiences I’ve gained these past four years
becoming cowboys, space knights, firemen or some
will last a lifetime, and more: the friends I've
other really cool dudes. Even becoming a doctor, made, the classes I've taken,
the loves I've had, the
like Daddy. We would talk and laugh and yell and
losses I’ve felt. And with each new experience that
mess with each other until Mommy came up with
passes my way, I find another springboard from
a chopstick and whacked us for not going to sleep.
which to dream.
After all, it was a school night. But we didn’t mind.
As graduation looms ever nearer, I often ask
We were young and free and allowed to dream.
myself: what do I really want? I mean, there still
Those days, unfortunately, are over. As I apexists within me that little boy with a bowl haircut
proach graduation, a major stepping stone in the
yearning to battle the Indians or hoping to zoom
evolution of my life, I find myself more mature,
through space and visit strange, exotic planets.
wiser, more knowledgeable, and, after the passing
There still exists within me a little boy without the
away of my father, infinitely sadder than that faintest idea of what he wants to do as he enters the
innocent young boy of yesteryear.
first truly individual stage of his life as he sets off
It has been especially hard trying to cope with all to leave his mark in this world.
i
the pressures that have come along senior year:
Whatever
I
may
become,
I
do
know
that
I
will
finding a job, getting into law or medical school or
have wanted it, that I will have dreamed about it.
just doing something to appease the expectations
of family, friends, society. And much has been lost I have been blessed with four almost perfect years
from what makes childhood so very special. But if here at Georgetown, and I will be very sad to see
it go. But knowing that one day I could become
there’s one thing I’ve managed to hold on to from
that
cowboy or space ranger makes it easier. And
those days of boogers and finger wars (besides my
boyish good looks, of course), it is the ability to even if I don’t, I would at least have gone through
life knowing that I ried. After all, that’s what life
dream.
is all about, isn’t it?
Georgetown has hada lot to do with that. Per-
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Absurdly Clear & Concise
feng wD Cuindd

Copy Editor a person whose work
is editing and correcting the grammar, punctuation, etc. of articles or
manuscripts, as in anewpaper office
or publishing house (Webster’s)
Iam Nota Tipo. What’s your name?
Three hundred eighteen English
language words have their origins in
typographical errors. . . .
To folks: readers don’t give a

#@$%&*!

how

we

spell

Snuffleluffagus (Snuffleluffegus?!),
Also, I know that the sports writers
make up words —I have photographic evidence!
Carry on the legacy, Joslyn, and to
the entire crew, keep publishing the
best (and cleaniest!) paper on campus!

(Copy Editor:a person whose work
y
is editing and correfing the grampar,

punctuation. etc, of articles or manu-

scripts, as in a newpaper office or
publishing house (Webster%)

Iam Nota Tipo. What's your name?
Three hundred eighteen English
language words have their origins in
typographical errors. . .
To PHE-HO¥
folks:
is don’t
give a #@$%&*! how we spell
Snuffleluffagus (Snuffleluffegus?!)
Stra?
JSAlso, I know

that the sports writers

>

Carry on the legacy, Joslyn, and to
the entire crew, keep publishing the
best (and cleaniest!) paper on cam-

. pus! oy.
o
—ii,
EA) weeny (CAS 93) is a senio
(who has served as copy
editor of{THE
Hoya.
#
oe

>

- haps the most wonderful thing about the college

experience is that it opens your mind and takes it to
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places it has never journeyed to before.

George-

Andy Kim (SBA '93) has served as senior sports
editor and contributing editor of THE Hoya.
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Marion Davis

Matt Gilson

Gearing Up for the Real World
Last week, a sophomore friend of mine asked me what it felt
like to know that my time at Georgetown would soon be over.
I think he expected me to get all sniffly, but I didn’t. You see
leaving the Hilltop now feels just right.
Don’t get me wrong — I have enjoyed my college experi- |
ence thoroughly, and if I had to do it all over, I would
undoubtedly come here again. When I get rich (fat chance in |
journalism), I might even send my alma mater some money.
ButIthink the whole point of going to college for four years

You, too, can be a typesetter at the HOYA and experience all
of the trials and tribulations which come with the job.
7

» Nice Late Hours

Where else can you
:
actually get paid to

Demands for column
widths no one has
ever heard of.

and better prepared to face the real world. That is how I feel
right now. I love writing papers about medieval goddesses,
but I'm impatient to go out and write about something that
really matters to me and the people around me. I’m looking
forward to a new challenge.
I came to Georgetown straight from Costa Rica, after 19
years in a very sheltered environment. My mother helped me
move into New South; she bought me a pretty comforter, soft
pillows and a stereo to make me feel at home. Before leaving,
she warned me again and again of the dangers that lurked in
the city. She left and I was on my own — I was thrilled.
My freshman year changed my whole mindset. I lived with
a girl with whom I had absolutely nothing in common, and I
became good friends with another very different girl. My high
school was terribly homogenous, and Irealized that at college,
though I was still not quite like anyone else I knew, that was
the point.
I'began to appreciate diversity. Freshman year I found out

HEY

B UT

(Unless you complain
and just leave at midnight)

(or three years, as I did) is to come out stronger, more mature |

work for a club?

Just look at this typesetter’s

comments:

“I know it sounds cliché, but my four years at Georgetown have really flown by. I can't believe I'm really writing one of
these things— graduation has always seemed so far off. I'd really like to thank all of the great friends I’ve made and the great
times I’ve had with them throughout my ‘Georgetown experience.” hope you'll all be friends for life. This, of course, includes
many of the people at THE Hoya. It really has been more than just a way to pay the high costs of Georgetown.
Perhaps the best piece of knowledge which I'll take away from here has been the fact that the best learning takes place
outside of the classroom. For me, most of this learning came straight from these friends. Thanks!” — Matthew Gilson

We Are the Champions. . . My Friend

The whole point of going to
college is to come out stronger.
thatI was a very bad Catholic and I wasn’t going to get any
better. I still enjoyed talking with the Jesuits, though.
Going through college in three years is kind of crazy. I
started with almost a full year’s worth of credits, and saving
$24,000 seemed like the logical thing to do. Of course, that
didn’t mean that I didn’t want to do a whole bunch of things
on the side: community service, dorm activities, THE Hoya, a
part-time job and, eventually, a double major. I'll admit it
I’m a bit ambitious. Okay, a lot.
After getting my priorities straight and dropping a few
activities, I actually managed to do most of what I had hoped
to accomplish. I even managed to run THE Hoyas news
section for a semester without quitting my job or becoming a
part-time student. But it broke me down, and I know now that
I paid a high price for spreading myself too thin. It’s hard to
explain to people who met me last semester that I normally
don’t have the worst temper on earth.
I am leaving Georgetown with a very different set of
priorities than the ones I brought with me from home. Lused
to think I could change the world — in fact. that I had to
change it. In my three years on the Hilltop, I have learned that

BEER

History is Made as Scrappy Hova Nine Defeats Heavily Favored
Voice In Epic Softball Battle. Twice a Week, Bay-Beee!!!

Alex Schmitz/ The HOYA

some things are fine just the way they are, and others are none

of my business. As for the rest, 'mnotready to give in yet. I've
lost a lot of my idealism, but I’ve kept some of my dreams.
I am ready to leave Georgetown now. Journalism school
and —

hopefully

The Hoya
16

The Voice
14

an exciting career as a reporter await

me. [ have been incredibly lucky all my life, and Georgetown
was no exception. I am very, very grateful to my parents, my
professors and, most of all, my friends. You made it possible
for me to go now into the real world, full of wonderful
memories and confident that I can have what I want.
Marion Davis (CAS '93) has served as senior news editor of
THe Hoya.
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Helping Them
Just Be Children

Well folks, as Huey Lewis once
said, this is it.
Senior year is winding down and
I am still unemployed. Until a few
days ago, the angst was hitting me
on an all-time high. Balding seemed
inevitable. In fact. I even got a call

|

for Men— he wanted me to come in
for a free consultation with one of
their “hair-loss specialists.” I was
tempted, very tempted.
But just as things were looking

S

it

|

|

|
4

the students to work within various

Crawford (SFS), Scott Hayashi
(SBA), and Dan Murphy (CAS). Ap-

parently, they started the list several
months ago as a compilation of suggestions for Argalas, who, like me,
‘hasn’t a clue what to do next year.
The list is so compelling and innovative that I decided to share it
with you, my loyal readers. But the
power people at the helm of this
paper refused to cede me an additional three pages for me to list my
potential career options. Can you
believe the chutzpah?
Anyway. here’s some of my favorites from the list:
1) founder: “Pave the World
Movement”
2) professional global warmer
6) casanova
9) soldier of fortune
12) downhill ski racer

walks to a wooden Victorian house at 1222 T St.

to expect when she started working at

As she enters a homey
living room, four young
children squeal delightedly while playing games

around their tiny tables
and chairs.
Marquis spends several hours in the
house each Wednesday afternoon
playing games and helping supervise
the children. “I thought that it would
be sort of a sombre place and it’s not.”
she said. “These kids wrestle with me.

“People are so
distant toward

they run around and they kiss me

goodbye. Sometimes when I'm sitting
around playing with the kids. I stop

Marquis volunteers at one of D.C.’s
four Grandma’s Houses, publicly and
privately funded homes for HIV-

them:

23) fry cook

infected infants and young children.
Each Grandma’s House also cares for
four or five “boarder babies,” children

ugs

Shead

ematics |

34) ski-lift operator’!
137) air foil racer
| 39) scooter mechanic

from complications due to both the

HIV virus and drug withdrawal.
Marquis is one of several Georgetown students working with AIDS and
HIV-positive patients as a fourthcredit option in conjunction with two
classes offered at Georgetown: “HIV/
AIDS: The Impact of The Epidemic”
with Professor Maryanne Lachat and
“AIDS and Representation” with
Professor Rebecca Pope. Most

hid

43) slumlord

45) televangelist
48) Patagonia catalog consultant
49) writer for Powder magazine
51) war hero
53) public land privatizer
56) lounge singer
59) submarine captain
60) wine taster
61) heli-ski pilot
63) National Geographic photographer
65) pool shark

M&B:

66) think-tank thinker
67) philosopher

70)
73)
81)
+ 82)
85)
- 88)

h

an

anyone”

important.”
Following her work with terminallyill children last summer. Jennifer
Propper (CAS

’93) was encouraged to

AIDS patients are not any different

[from others],” she said.
While many student volunteers
agree offering two classes about AIDS

get AIDS by doing something dumb.
Yet, to be born with it is so unfair,”
she said.
Eva Anisko (CAS

'94) takes Pope’s

semester and has continued to

experience she said was especially

would like to see the university do for

volunteer at Grandma’s House.
Through her volunteer work with
pediatric AIDS patients, Propper was
inspired by the cause and now plans to
attend graduate school to study
neuropsychology as related to AIDS
patients.

meaningful to her as a pre-med

the AIDS cause. “I would like to:see 4
AIDS awareness continued and
enhanced through support for AIDS
classes, jointly sponsored projects by
student groups and orientation
activities for new students and
faculty,” she said. “We are pretty good
about what we are doing but we have
to go further.”

Toward

“It [made me angry] that these kids

have no chance of making it and that

the

members Josh Canary (CAS 93) and

dents involved in M & B sustained a
tempered optimism not crushed by all of
the technical constraints of the stage or
the time constraints of student life. Their
commitment is the primary reason for
the survival of what arts clubs do exist
on campus.
In a discussion of the future of
Georgetown’s fine arts clubs, M & B
members are alternately militant and
resigned to university policy.

Jamie Kustak (CAS *93) agreed that the

:
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Staff Writer

After a long winter of being

cooped up indoors and bundling up

says there is a big difference be-

tween just riding a bike and cycling
for exercise.

It takes a certain men-

tality to cycle, one of ambition, de-

termination, and endurance,” Woods
said.
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«Caffeineincreases metabolism,

«Alcohol erodes the inside lining

which can cause digestive prob-

of the stomach.

Also,

vomiting

College

of Arts and Sciences

will solve most stomach problems, oth-

stomachaches were triggered by anxiety.
“I almost always feel nauseous before

ers are serious enough to require medical
treatment. Several students at George-

one,” she said. “I mostly feel like I can’t

as gastric acid erodes the lining of the

and diarrhea associated with too
much alcohol can irritate the di-

eat, butas soon as the exam isoveritgoes
right away.”

stomach and intestines.
Ulcers affect 1 in 1,000 Americans and

cess stomach gas.
-Fried foods, one of the biggest
of tomach Sin are hard:
lorits
Sun > 3
pain,

gestive tract.
-Cigarettes increase stomach
oder
‘acid: secretion. ahd. can
bi
|
t
99

Students can learn to alleviate testrelated stress and other stresses in their
lives, according to Wayne Hurt, a psychologist with Georgetown’s Counsel-

are most common among people over 40
years of age, according to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
Some people, however, experience their

ois

Ae ari

Of

a

al

, Sing

ssecly

:

ing 2 Psychiatric Services.

our stomachs are tight, our bodies

first major stress 7 and therefore develop

their first ulcer —

during

their

to many people because it provided

Milk products can cause bloat-

food adequately, which puts ex-

Hurr said. He prescribes relaxation exer- ~~ One School of Business Administra-

exercise. Cycling is also open to

ing and belching, among people

tra strain on

cises for students and counsels students

tion senior, who was recently diagnosed

most terrain and to people of all

colon.

onhow to effectively manage test-related

with a gastric ulcer, said his pain

ticularly Asians and African Americans. They may, however, help

«Certain
medications,
including
as
;
aspirin, erythromycin and tetra-

A is
Srp seed
a.
Se rad, o> dion to
ing
hi
, he sai
u
a
stomach pain should also be aware of forced him to adopt
a new outlook on life.

-Acidic vegetables and fruit,

See your physician, though, be-

decreased attention span, decreasedshort ~~ An ulcer “forces you to realize you |

who

are

lactase

deficient,

par-

people with ulcers.

such as tomatoes and
juice, are big offenders.

orange

cycline, can cause stomach pain.

fore discontinuing any prescription medications.

was

other symptoms of stress, including a

term memory, irritability and rapid mood
swings. All of these symptoms, Hurrsaid,
can hurt a student’s ability to perform

can’t take things so seriously,” he said.
“You haveto learn to clear your head and
get through [problems).”

’96) also

ferred biking over running because

health experts have said running is
bad for certain parts of the body.

“When you 1un, it’s for half an hour,
but when you cycle, it’s for the whole
day,” Whele said.

Volleyball is an indoor sport in
the winter, but with the arrival of
summer it moves outside — to anywhere people can find enough space
to putup anet. Volleyball is not only
taking over entire strips of beaches
in many major cities, but also median strips on highways where business people come out to biow off
some steam under the sun.
“Inthe summer, volleyball is com-

I

\

pletely different from [the way it’s

t

played] indoors,” said Ryan Kuder

96). Kuder has played vol-

€

leyball on the beaches of his home-

[

(SBA

r

town San Diego for the last year and
a

‘and

half

also

plays

‘on

t
A

rules are also less rigid.

€

This flexibility makes playing possible with as few as two people,”

fi
S

thing to be a good player.”

3

volleyball competively, Kuder said.
“You can’t be afraid of eating a
mouth full of sand, or of getting shot
in the face with a volleyball at 60

:K
C

\
A

a

Woods said biking was appealing ~~ Miles an hour,” Kuder said. “Walk-

are probably telling us to slow down,”

and

(CAS

Although anyone can play, it takes
a certain determined attitude to play

means you aren't chewing your
your stomach

?

Kuder said. “You have to be every-

the stomach and colon lining.

college years.

’
ing

Cycl

Whele

a.

exams, especially if it’s an important town suffer from ulcers, sores that form

‘lems.
-Carbonated drinks produceex-

2

ti
4

Georgetown’s club volleyball team.
“[Outdoor volleyball] requires’
more speed and finesse, as well as

pr
dune So time. i
hough proper diet and relaxation
said her

|

bikes extensively and said she pre-

current university budget crunch made | *ynder layers of thick, fluffy clothes,
fine arts a low priority. “If I were an
everyone is ready to frolick and play
administrator, I wouldn’t vote for a perunder the summer sun.
forming arts center either,” Kustak said.
But going outdoors doesn’t just
Mask and Bauble does not turn a
mean sitting on Copley lawn and
profit. At a production meeting three
catching some rays. Summer sports
weeks before the opening night of Piplike cycling, volleyball and
pin, costume designers Mary Supley
rollerblading have been growing in
(SFS ’94) and Kathryn Barker (SLL ’96)
popularity during the last few years
complained that the lack of funds conas people grow tired of the same old
strained their work. “[Pippin’s budget]
aerobic routines and look for alternative ways to get a good workout.
See THEATER, p.?

«

and

Colleen

By Sonia Tze

Darby Woods (SBA 96) has been

7

|

Lead Among Hoyas’ Sports Fads

abiking enthusiast for five years and

STOMACH, from p.1

and more speakers,” Propper said. =

Chic Summer Sports

Future

worked cast and crew will enjoy them-

selves after the hectic past weeks. Stu-

Anisko’s current duties at the clinic
are administrative and include things
like processing incoming patients. She

i

involvement in volunteer programs

ber being shocked the first time T went
there, because literally I felt like these
four little kids came up to me and
jumped on me,” Marquis said. “They
really just love playing and in that
respect are just like other children. I
guess I was kind of surprised by that
at first. They jumped on me and
hugged me like normal little kids.
They have just as much love to give.”

me,” Anisko said.

|
|
!

related issues is a start, most said they

Walker Clinic for AIDS patients; an. Lachat
has a. “wish list” of what she

student.
“This is a grave topic and I wanted
to learn about it on my own, rather
than just believe what the media told

|

feel the university should do more to
increase awareness and compassion
for AIDS patients among students. =
“Georgetown needs a lot more
+

class and volunteers at the Whitman-

service. She took Lachat’s class last

lights after the last showing of Mask and

~

shared her experiences with the class

as part of a presentation on pediatric
AIDS.
“People were receptive and not as

perform AIDS-related community

Bauble’s production of Pippin has fi-

Both cast and crew need rest but their
work does not end with the final bows.
They all pitch in for the final clean-up.
Lights whose placement dominated an
entire night of cue-to-cue set-up a few
weeks ago are taken down and returned
to the storage area. Props are shelved.
Costumes are cleaned and closeted. They
move set risers and sweep the floor.
The clean-up ended just in time for an
end-of-the-year banquetfor M & B members Wednesday night. Pippin’s partici-

soon hopes. however, to move into
more direct contact with patients.
“What I seem to get from the clinic is
that we are all people out there and

playing with [the children], [ know to

be alittle more careful. But Iremem-

think
optimistically
about
the
university’s promise to construct a performing arts center: “It’s not a priority.
It’s never been a priority. I don’t think it
will ever be a priority,” she said. Minutes later, Creevy and fellow M & B

nally come to an end.

people are so distant toward them;
they need hugs more than anyone,”
Propper said.
At the end of the semester, Propper

volunteering.” Marquis said. “Hugs ~~ - ignorant as I thought they would be,”
are very important. love is very
she said. “College students generally

season’s best performances will be celebrated at the banquet and next season’s
schedule announced by the officers.
The year of hard work that will be
celebrated at the M & B banquet will be
one of the few occasions when the over-

The crew strikes the set and dims the

91) mime
93) career center consultant
Great suggestions! And with a
little less than a month left until
graduation, they're looking better
everyday. I think I’m set. I still have
one question: when can I start collecting unemployment? I need
money because, after all, only the
first consultation at the Hair Club is
free.

more

Katee Creevy (CAS ’94), the *93-94
season’s executive producer, does not

Third in a three-part series

190) underwater welder

time although it is understood that
with these children that simple
affection is a crucial element in

pants will have to wait until study days
to recover from their exhaustion — the

Hier

89) organ donor

need
th

Looking

by Mulls pes Pon

dog walker
shrubbery sculptor
hydroponic farmer
bookie
cattle baron
police sketch artist

they

“It’s really weird, because when I'm

Boarder babies often suffer, therefore,

ES Tun

and compassion play a vital role in the

children’s lives.

5

many of whom are drug addicts.

32) theorist in non-linear math-

Volunteers learn when working with
HIV-positive patients that their love
: “The house is not a sad place all the

born HIV-positive and then abandoned in the hospital by their parents,

31) Washington insider/talking

oT

D. Bryant Morris/The HOYA

16) spelunker

die

:

Grandma's House. Her initial responsibilities included office work until
she became more familiar with the
house’s routine and procedures.
Marquis said she is now allowed to
play with and read to the children.
“Volunteers are not allowed to feed,
change or bathe the children so they
have no fears of transmission,”
Marquis said. She added that volunteers learn the risk of even minor
infection for the children is much
greater than the house workers’ risk of
getting HIV, because of the HIVinfected children’s low immunity to
germs and viruses.

17) love scene stunt double
19) barber
:
22) cloud seeder

30) tattoo artist

L

quis (CAS ’95) takes a
bus to DuPont circle and

myself and remember that these kids
have HIV.”

27) regular on the Bass Masters
28) Olympic medalist in curling

|

>
Mar-

gi

sectors of health care to contribute to
”
the care of people stricken by the
disease. “My course attempts to
provide an overview of the epidemic
exploring the physical. emotional and
societal costs of the disease.” she said.
Marquis said she was not sure what -

14) union man

|

7

after classes
Amy

|

.

afternoon

of '93” came to me courtesy of four
seniors: Jim Argalas (SFS), John

| |
&

Wednesday

3

of suggestions for what to do next
year. Finally, somebody responded
to a plea made in these pages some
months ago.
93 Career Options for the Class

|

students volunteering with organizations that help AIDS sufferers credited
both their instructors and their
volunteering experience with giving
them a personal understanding of the
AIDS epidemic.
Lachat said she tried to encourage

Kathy McCabe
y
¥
HOY Sof Wie
very

real bad, I received in the mail a list

|

:
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from a salesman from the Hair Club
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Hoyas Work with HIV-Infected Patients
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more variety than other forms
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ing off the court bloody, sweaty and

with sand in your hair are faced all
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for the love of the game.”
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For the past few years the popu-
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By Rick Choi

Wow! THATS)

WHY So GLUM DICK?
How'd You pyaY

The

Commuter Puzzle

WELL,T

GREAT!

1

[12

13

ENN.

37 Glass sheet
38 Hairpiece
39 Impression
40 Mannequin
41 Teasing
43 Foundations
44 Relative
standing

9
10
11
12

Fastened
Desolate
Cry of woe
Knowledge
handed down
13 Dregs
18 Woody plant
23 Minerals

46

25 Task
26 Film
27 Proverb
28 Street talk
29 School mark
30 Sounds
31 Cad
32 Burg
33 Adorn showily
36 Produces
profit
37 Elegant
39 Scheme
40 Large dog
42 Bores a hole
43 Daring
45 Show off

45 Nonsense

24 Clock face

Warming
season
Young horse
Cup handle
Composure
Famed
violinmaker
Of the mouth
Debt notes
Business
enterprises
Marries
Nearest to
Unfaithful

49
50
53
54
57
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DOWN

TRAVEL SMART!
SUMMER IN ISRAEL!
3

Spend three weeks as a student volunteer

$200 05389

working and living at army base.

:

.

Six month open return ticket!

'

3

LOW PRICES
INCLUDES ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE, ROOM.
BOARD

ST.

PETERSBURG

§&&:i2
+REG.

$359

$690

GREECE/

Tire surface
Price
Dance party
Door joint

DR
91
22
54

or

mens

THEATER,

Love, (srael

F OR ISRAEL

0

rst Bria

STREET

Roundtip

TOKYO

$789

$889

Customs-Immigration & departure taxes apply.
Fares subject to change without notice.

NY 10036-6902

SPW Yom

cssesensasascase,

Some tickets valid to one year.
Most tickets allow changes.
Fares from over 75 US cities
to all maior destinations in
- Europe, Asia, Africa,
Latin America and Australia.
Eurialpasses Available.

Hope to see you soon.

HUNTEERS

P RISM TRAVEL

FAX 212 643-4855

342 Madison Ave., NY, NY 10173

Sy

XL

AXLE

?

ELL

Classifieds

was the smallest budget we’d ever had

to work with,” Supley said.

570-4648.

PASSIONATE

ABOUT

THEATER?

Studio Theatre seeks highly motivated, enthusiastic students
with excellent phone and sales
skills. Flexible hours. Near Metro.
$5-10/hour. Call 202-588-5259.

PART-TIME RESEARCHERNneeded
to do library research.

Must be

Guild Group, Aftn: K. Bell, fax #

(914) 747-1541.
SERVICES AVAILABLE
NEED TO STORE YOUR STUFFOVER
THE SUMMER? We'll do all the
work. CALL Georgetown Storage
& Handling. (703) 931-6468.
COLLEGE

FUNDING

GUARAN-

TEED! Financial Aid. Scholarships.
Grants. Don't have your future
funds. No GPA requirement. No
proof of need. No proof of age
requirement. Call: American

Eagle (301) 248-2121 to receive
completeinfopacket. We guarantee at least 6 sources.
SCHOLARSHIPS!
GRANTS!
LOANS! All students qualify! Call
or write: COL - MON - DAT P.O.
Box 2336 Red Bank, N.J. 07701
(908) 219-6742.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
&
HOUSING SERVICES, INC: Free
Scholarship money for all applicants.

No

GPA

No age limits, No Financial's.
Application Fee $125.00 100%
Guarantee OR YOUR MONEY

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: Earn
$2,000+/month + world travel.
Holiday, Summer and Career

TYPING SERVICE: Résumés, The-

employment

available.

No ex-

HELP WANTED - RESTAURANT: IMMEDIATE & SUMMER OPENINGS,
experienced waiters/waitresses,

full/part time, all shifts, 4849 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Spring
| Valley Shopping Center, (202)
364-1004.
ATTENTION BUSINESS AND MARKETING STUDENTS: The Guild
Group, a promotion marketing
agency serving Fortune 100 clients, is looking for sales/marketing personnel for asummer sales
program covering 33 major
metro markets including the
Baltimore/Washington, DC area.
Gain valuable sales/marketing
experience to add to your
résumé and career networking
opportunities. Earn $300/week
for 4 days’ work plus the opportunity to earn cash bonus. If you

are sales-oriented, highly motivated,

outgoing,

and

enjoy

Nobleman
Limbs
Ascent
Golf club part

56 By way of

BACK. 6.6milion dollarsset aside
for Educational purposes ONLY.
ses, Term Papers, Dissertations,
Tape Transcriptions, Applications. Fast-Accurate: ABS (202)

~ TUTORING SERVICES
QUALITY TUTORING: Retired professor, PhD, offers assistance with

research, writing, selected subjects. (202) 659-3424.
TRAVEL
FLY 4 LESS AS A COURIER: Europe, S. Amer., Asia, Sydney, up
to 70% savings! e.g. SINGAPORE
OR RIO $299-499 RT, H. KONG,
$659 RT. Also many U.S. cities
avail. from JFK at BIG DISCOUNT
(212) 431-1616.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? ONLY $169!! Jet there
anytime for $169 with AIRHITCH!
(Reported

in

Let's

Go!

& NY

Times.) CALIFORNIA— $129
each way from NY. AIRHITCH
(212)-864-2000.
EUROPEAN

ately. Timetables and map with

Performing arts
groups are
fighting for
survival.

filled on other nights. Attendance has
risen dramatically this season from last
year’s disappointing receipts but still
remains far under the level required to
show a true feeling of support for performing arts on campus.

The possibility of a new arts center
currently exists only in the distant future, especially with conflicting pledges
of support from administrators. While
Robert Lawton, SJ, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences had expressed support for a performing arts center and
blueprints for the center have been drawn
up, M & Bers are not setting their hopes
too high. “I don’t have a whole lot of
faith in an arts center,” said Creevy.
“Even if one is built, there’s no guar-

RAILROADS:Eurail

passes, Eurail Youth passes, In
country passes issued immedi-

I don’t think we

¥

will,” Canary

realize that until the university makes
performing arts a budgeting priority, M
& B will need to be content with smaller
victories, such as the new lighting board
acquired last November and the upcoming renovation of the lighting booth.

couple, who provide a happy.
secure family life. We have a
good sense of humor and share
a child's world of wonder and
play. We're eager to adopt,
shower a child with love, and

38%
(Please

1985 RED NISSAN SENTRA: Four

Available on EarthBeat! Records
and Tapes.

NON-SMOKING

CUA

STUDENT: Needs female toshare

summer housing. Call Trey: (202)
269-9081. Disconnected? Try
(202) 269-0275.
NEED TO SUBLET? Wesleyan student will pay $300/mo. for room
in apartment/group house. Can
bring in 2 other students if de-

sired. call Amanda,
0034.

(203) 638-

reserve NOW

!)

who

Newly elected GUSA President Rick
Heitzmann

(SBA

'94) and Vice Presi-

dent Jahmal Green (SFS ’95) pledged
their support for a fine arts center: “We
will insist that the university make afive
year commitment to establish this facility which is so necessary to a worldclass university,” their typed campaign
platform read.
It remains to be seen whether the new
GUSA administration will be able to
live up to this commitment. In the meantime, amidst political promises and administration ambivalence, Stage II
stands bare and the curtain has fallen on
the 142nd season of the oldest continually running college theater troupe.

Marshall,

who

has

been|

rollerblading for a year, skated at a
rollerblading club called Tres Bon
Blades in his hometown of Milwaukee, WI, buthere in D.C. he skates at
Freedom Plaza on weekends with
other bladers. Marshall said he was
inspired to try the sport after watching an episode of MTV Sports where

582-1117

Mon. - Sat. 8:30 - 6

power

"BURNING TIMES" The most extraordinary album of the 90's by
RUMORS OF THE BIG WAVE.

'95),

“There are competitions, but you

175 R St. NE (Just off North Capitol St.)
Washington, DC
20002

70] &.7.V12

ANNOUNCEMENTS

(SES

don’tdo it for the sport, you do it for
the feel,” said Brian Marshall (SLL
'96). “It is an intense feeling of pure
adreneline.”
Marshall’srollerblades bear stickers that read “hardcore will never
die,” and “no fear,” illustrating what
Marshall called the fearless and adventurous attitude necessary for a
person to attempt dangerous stunts.
Rollerblading tricks are performed
on jumps and ramps. like skateboarding. in a similar to skateboarding

Or just bring your things to our facility

545-5641.

WANT A DREAM HOUSE FOR THE
SUMMER? 1023 Cecil Place (right
behind Georgetown Park Mall).
Share 2BR, 2 BA. Three-story
rowhouse. Bright kitchen, dishwasher, W/D, air conditioning,
back patio. Close to Waterfront,
GW, GUandbuslines, $5650month
+ utilities. Sec. Dep. sublet June 1Aug. 31. call Shoshana 337-1422.

Braswell

Fads

®

issa and Richard toll-free: 1-800-

A/C,

Jennie

played Fastrada, were all members of
The Challenge, a write-in ticket that
finished third in the presidential election
by promising to disband the assembly.

New Sport

in Locked Individual Units

ADOPTION: Happily married
couple ready to be loving parents. We will give warmth, love,
and security to your newborn.
Please share the gift of life with
us. Will pay expenses. Call Mel-

automatic,

GUSA election. Creevy, Pippin’s Technical Director John DuPuy (CAS '94)

i,

Pick -Up & Delivery Service

962-0036.

FEMALE,

said.

Summer Storage
Made Easy !

emotionally, spiritually & educationally. Our town near the
seashore is a wonderful place
to grow up. Call anytime: 800-

steering. 78,000 miles, GREAT
CONDITION! (202) 675-6066.
FOR RENT

important topic ot debate in this year's

SPORTS, from p.8

give all the best life has to offer:

door,

The student body also realizes that
performing arts groups are fighting for

7

AS OUR ADOPTED FOX TERRIER,
OLIVER CRUMBWELL, CAN ATTEST TO, we're a caring. loving

survival — the status of fine arts was an

and

to 60 people, the house was only half-

purchase. Visa, Mastercard,
American Express. (202) 6592973.
ADOPTION

Qualifications,

knowledgeable about INTERNATIONAL BANKING PROCEDURES
AND POLICIES. $8.00 per hour.
Please fax résumé to: (202) 6385307.

periencenecessary. Foremployment program call 1-206-6340468 ext. C5301.

ic

résumé and cover lefter to: The

stolen away because of lack of

STUDENT WANTED AS FULL TIME
PERSONAL CARE AIDE FOR DISABLED MALE STUDENT: During
school year 1993-94. Room and
board, Village A, plus salary. (314)
434-0496, collect for Marilyn Hara.

50
51
52
55

8 Child

Although Pippin’s shows last week-

a skater jumped over a car.

Marshall said he believes
rollerskating never reached the level
of rollerblading’s popularity as a
sport because “roller skates are
clunky. but rollerblades feel like a
part of you. It is natural extension.”
Marshall added the ideal condition
in rollerblading is “a pavement with
africtionless surface that results in a
gliding movement and gives a floating sensation.”
Despite rollerblading’s daredevil
appeal, the Tom Cruise-coolness of
an intense volleyball match, and the
freedom of cycling, other considerations exist in choosing a summer
activity — like the often hefty price
tag.
Volleyball is a relativley inexpensive sport, as long as you know
someone with a net. But the price of

Hurricane Island
College of the Outdoors.

Outward Bound.

CHILDCARE: Live - in (May - Labor
Day). 25+ hours a week for two
children. Driver's license, English
speaking, Swimmer. Susan (301)

Lifetime
Fate
Celestial body
Follow orders

end sold out and had waiting lists of 35

(

working with the public, fax your

ATTENTION PERFORMERS: Currently
interviewing for summer musical
entertainment @ F. SCOTT'S RESTAURANT. Applicants should provide demo tape & play list. All
inquiries should be made fo lan
Holt in the Tomb's or by calling
(202) 337-6668.

4
5
6
7

Now
Layers
Fish eggs
Elliptical

49 Essence

another's

“There’s no reason for the university to
think that we’d make money in a bigger
space.”
Most M & B performers seem to

from p.8

antee that we will be able to move into it.
EMPLOYMENT

32
33
34
35

48 Highway

Closing the Curtains in Poulton Hall

$718

BANGKOK

Call for other dates and cities.

National Student
Coordinator

3 Desire for

36 Trademark

& TOURS

Contact:

26 Bangor's state

Eleitog!
studiously

enclosure

28 Power

EInatient
Canasta ‘card
Steeds
Prescribed

4%

LARNACA

FEE

* Departing from New York
begining 5.23, 5.29, 5.30, 5.31, 6.2, 6.5, 1993
a

19 Underdone

15 Woodwind

Panis

$345

* Option USD Leadership Program

VE

16 SLE

25 Desert-like

above

Skating

225
50
MOSCOW/
FROM

KOSHER

2
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Give

® Winter Term, Florida Kevs (Jar
Now Enrolling.
© Spring Term, White Mins. NH

W,

“Apr )
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® Summer Term, Maine Coastal [sands May July)
®
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Coast
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apairof rollerblades stuts near $100,

1

on

Send for free descriptive catalog or call toll-free 1-800-341-1744 for more information.

‘mealittle
d

!
|
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ae
it.
Hurricane Island College of the
Outdoors is accredited by over
300 universities and colleges
throughout the country.

|

|
City

State

Zip

O Send information on all Outward Bound Programs.
Send to: Hurricane Island Outward Bound School, P.O. Box 429.
Rockland, ME 04841

|

|

and wheels need replacement often
for optimum performance, at five
dollars apiece. Hardcore bladers can
spend as much as $450 on a pair of
skates, adding up the costs of hightech wheels and bearings.
For a potential cyclist an average
bike starts around $500, ranging in
price depending on the brand and
quality of the make. Additional accessories such as the obligatory water bottle holder and astylin® spandex
wardrobe can add substantially to
the price of cycling.
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Men's Lacrosse
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GU Falls to Duke

Hoyas Shine at Big East

10-9 Loss Dashes Tourney Hopes
By David Strauss
HOYA

Staff Writer

The men’slacrosse team watched Saturday as another second-half lead over a
national powerhouse slipped away, and
they swallowed another loss in a heartbreaking 10-9 loss against No. Duke.
Earlief in the season, the Hoyas were
dominated in the second half in games
against nationally-ranked
Johns Hopkins
and Navy. Saturday, however, #17 Georgetown (8-4) was in the lead in the final
minute when a Blue Devil goal ended its
hopes for a berth in the NCAA tournament.
The game was equally important to
Duke. which entered the last game of the
season in a must-win situation. With
only 12 teams receiving bids for the
upcoming NCAA tournament. the Blue
Devils satright on the bubble. The Hoyas
also had a slim chance at a bid to the
NCAA Tournament. The ensuing confrontation between two hungry teams
was eagerly anticipated by the large
crowd that gathered at Kehoe Field.
Georgetown took the lead on a goal
by junior midfielder Kevin Noonan at
the 9:43 mark of the first quarter. but
Duke answered Noonan's score with
two goals that pushed the Blue Devils
ahead to a2-1lead at the end of the tense
first quarter.
Things opened up for both teams in
the second quarter as they started get-

ling more scoring opportunities. Sophomore Chris Remington tied the score for

the Hoyas with atally at 14:26. but Duke
quickly regained the lead at 13:07.
Over the next 10 minutes. the Hoyas
played their strongest lacrosse of the
game with four unanswered goals.
Noonan scored his second of the day at
11:56 to tie it:up, and senior midfielder
Matt McLaughlin gave the Hoyas their
second lead at 8:14. Remington scored
his second of the day at 5:22 and senior
midfielder Damon Vettori capped the

May 4. 1993

By Dan Graziano
HOYA Staff Writer

run at 4:14, giving the Hoyas a threegoal bulge, 6-3. Duke responded with
what would turn out to be a very important goal at 1:57, closing the Hoyas’ lead
to 6-4 at intermission.
The second half opened with Duke
regaining the lead on a 3-0 run. Junior
attackman Nathan Sprong tied the game
at 6:59, and the Duke goaltender stood
tall against several attempts to keep the
score knotted at seven, setting up the
decisive fourth quarter. For the first time
all season, Georgetown found itself with
an opportunity to battle back and win a
game in which it had squandered the
lead.
Duke got the all-important one-goal
lead on a tally at 13:46 of the fourth
quarter, but Georgetown responded three
minutes later when senior midfielder
Mark LoBello scored. Thirty-six seconds later Sprong scored his second
goal of the day, and Georgetown regained a one-point lead at 9-8.
At 4:19 Georgetown looked to increase its lead when the Blue Devils
took a penalty. giving the Hoyas an
extra-man advantage for a minute. According to Head Coach Dave Urick. the
Hoyas opted to hold the ball through
most of the penalty time and then attack
the goal with 10 seconds to go before the

The Georgetown men’s outdoor track
team won its fourth consecutive Big
East title this weekend at Villanova
University’s Jumbo Elliot Track. The
Hoyas finished with a two-day total of
134 points, easily surpassing Seton Hall's
second-place total of 99.
In women’s competition, the Hoyas
placed third in the conference with 85
points. Seton Hall won the women's
competition with a total of 126 points

and Connecticut came in second with a
score of 103.
Saturday, the first day of competition,
the men’s team held a comfortable 24point margin over its closest competitor
without having won a single event. The
Hoyas’ 50 first-day points were tallied
from a flurry of second and third-place
finishes.

teams returned to even strength.

“We had a man open inside, but we
were tentative to go in there and give up
the ball,” Urick said.
At 2:11 Duke tied the game. The
Hoyas held control of the ball in the final
minutes of the game and took a timeout

Keith Baron/The HOYA

Junior Kevin Noonan, shown here against Mount St. Mary's, scored twice

in the Hoyas’ 10-9 loss to the Duke Blue Devils Saturday at Kehoe Field.

to plan offensive strategy. In what would

prove to be a very costly mistake. Georgetown turned the ball over to Duke on
an off-sides call with under a minute to
play. The Blue Devils came down the
field and tallied the game-winner with
only 35 seconds remaining.
“We played hard and well for most of
the game. but we justraninto areally hot
goalie,” Urick said. He added that after

looking at game tapes, it appeared that

Georgetown had to work much harder
for its goals than Duke.
“I am happy with our performance,”
he said. “Last year [in a 17-11 loss to
Duke] we couldnt even get good shots;
this year we got them butcouldn’tscore.”
Urick said the team was a little frustrated, but content to know it could play

with the top teams in the country.
The Quakers (5-8) are a very talented
team that, like Georgetown, has not been

able to come up with abig win. Penn will
be looking to salvage their season with a
win over anationally ranked team, while

the Hoyas will start building in anticipation of next season.

Sophomore Nashville Peart placed
second in the long jump with a jump of
24" 3-1/2", just ahead of senior Craig
Halyard and junior Lary McGee, who
jumped 24' 2-1/4" and 23' 10", respectively.
Georgetown also placed runners second, third and fourth in the men's 10,000meter run. Freshman Brook Kintz finished second with a time of 30:51.76,
while sophomores Kevin Odiorne and
Matt Doherty finished in 30:58.72 and
31:03.11. The 3000-meter steeplechase
was another strong event for the Hoyas
as junior Joe Laroski placed second with
a score of 9:15.6, less than a second
ahead of sophomore Brendan Mullahy,
who finished in 9:16.2.
Although they settled for second and
third place wins Saturday, Sunday the
Georgetown men claimed the top spot in
three events. Halyard led a Hoya domination of the triple jump, winning with a
leap of 52' 1-1/4". The jump provisionally qualified him for the NCAA championships to be held June 2-5 in New
Orleans. Peart and McGee took the sec-

ond and third spots in the event with
vaults of 50' 8-1/4" and 50' 2". respectively.
Hoya senior Jesse Saglio, an AllAmerican who won the hammer throw a
week earlier at the prestigious Penn
Relays, continued his dominance in the
event, hurling the weight a total of 214'
9". Saglio’s classmate Peter Cyr placed
fourth with a toss of 195' 10".
The Hoya women managed to earn
first place in one Saturday event, as
senior Jennifer McDermott broke her
own Big East outdoorrecord in the triple
jump with a leap of 41" 3".
Senior Christi Constantin placed
fourth in the women’s 3000-meter run
with a time of 9:42.5. Three Georgetown women finished among the top six
in the 10,000-meter run, most notably a
second-place finish by junior Meghan
Dotter (36:23.16). Sophomore Julie Zack
and freshman Laura Sturges placed fifth
and sixth, respectively, with times of
37:54.83 and 38:05.85.
The women also gamered one firstplace honor on Sunday. as senior
Steftanie Smith won the 400-meter dash
in a school-record

time

of 52.30

scc-

onds. The time automatically qualitied
her for NCAA competition. Smith
rounded out her big day with a secondplace finish in the 200-meter dash and a
leg on the fourth-place 400-meter relay
team. Her 200-meter time was 24.01
seconds and the relay team, which also
included McDermott and sophomores
Batanya Poole and Erica Stanley. finished in 46.20 seconds.
Senior AAronda Watson and
Constantin also nabbed a pair of secondplace finishes: Watson was runner-up in
the 800-meters with an NCAA-provisional-qualifying time of 2:06.02. and
Constantin placed second in the 5000meter run in 16:30.50. The runs of both
Constantin
and
sophomore
CarynLandau, who placed third in 16:41,
‘were also provisional-qualifying times
for the NCAAs.
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Crew

Hoyas Win Big on Occouquan
By Jason James
HOYA Staff Writer
Sometimes things all come together
and sometimes they even come together
at the right time. For the Georgetown
crew teams the time was last weekend
on the Occouquan river south of Washington. One week before the Dad Vails,
the big enchilada in Philadelphia, all the
Hoya squads pulled off victories in the
- Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Crew Championships.
On a roll since its first race of the
season, the women’s team continued its
streak by winning once again on the
Occouquan. The Hoyas started in the
lead and ended with a bigger lead. The
closest crew was George Washington,
which finished 11 seconds to the rear.
Junior stroke Missy Schwen said the
team is “very confident” going into this
weekend. The main competition includes
Miami, Temple and GW, all of which
competed last weekend and none of
which had a time close to the Hoyas.
Even the men’s lightweight squad,
which had been in a slump lately, finally
found a bit of rhythm Saturday as it beat

the JV heavyweight squads from Virginia and George Washington. GW took
an early half-length lead, but then the
Hoyas “motored through them and won
by eight seconds,” said senior oarsmen
Sean Gorman.
The win was a big boost to the lightweights’ confidence, as they had suffered yetanother defeat earlier that morning to Navy. According to senior coxswain Nicholas Haley, the Midshipmen
were just too quick off the mark and the
Hoyas never recovered. Senior oarsman Jim Argalas said, “The team had a
good race in the Mid-Atlantics and had
picked up a lot of speed in the last
week.” Haley agreed. The boat was
“peaking at the right time.”
The JV squad also lost to Navy by
about five seconds and then came back
to win that afternoon in the varsity lightweight race. Their main competition on
the Occouquan was Bucknell, which led
atthe start but could not keep up with the
Hoyas.
This weekend at the Dad Vails, the
lightweights’ toughest competition will
be Fordham and Western Ontario. Both
squads have beaten the Hoyas

in past

Women’s Basketball — Junior
guard Nadira Ricks travels to Brazil
June 6 as a member of the 1993 Big
East All-Star Team, coached by
Seton Hall Head Coach Phyllis

Mangina. The 10-member team will
play five games against Brazilian
teams,
including
Campinas,
Sorocaba,
Piracicaba.

Santo

Andre

and

Ricks was the third-leading scorer
for the Hoyas this year, averaging
12.6 points a game. She was also
among the nation’s leaders in steals
with 112; a Georgetown record.

competitions. But Haley said the squad
is “confident and committed” about the
races.
The

heavyweight

squad was

appre-

hensive about the competition last weekend, not having faced any of the other

teams this year. So they were pleasantly
surprised to walk away with a victory,

according to senior oarsmen Derrick
Roberto.
George Washington led from the start
but the Hoyas pulled ahead at the 900meter mark. At the finish, it was open
water between Georgetown -and their
nearest rival Virginia as the Colonials
faded down the stretch.
Roberto said at the Dad Vails that the
team is looking out for Temple, Miami,
and Florida Institute of Technology.The
Hoyas barely lost to Temple earlier in
the season. Miami and FIT finished one
and two in the Southern Invitational
Regatta and should be tough to beat.
Roberto said the heavyweights do not
plan any major strategical changes exceptto go outalittle harder so that no one
getsaway from them in the first SOO meters.
“The team is reasonably confident
about [their] chances,” Roberto said.

Golf

Sailing

Hoya Sailors Head to Nationals
Third Place at America’s Cup Sends GU to Championships
By Susan Flanagan
HOYA

Staff Writer

After finishing third at the
America’s Trophy Regatta at Navy
over the weekend, Georgetown’s
sailing team has qualified for the
National Championships for only
the second time in school history.
The Hoyas upset both Old Dominion and Kings Point, which are
ranked ahead of Georgetown nationally. Navy won the regatta and
St. Mary’s finished second.
“[We] did fantastically well un-

der tough conditions,” said Head
Coach Jack McDonald. “I’m really,
really proud and excited for them.”
The regatta went right down to the

wire for the Hoyas, as they edged out
Kings Point in the last race by three
points to clinch their third-place finish and leave Kings Point in fourth.
The Hoyas were led by outstanding skippering on the part of freshmen Bill Ward and Preston Holdner.
Ward sailed with senior Thomasin
Toedtman to take second place in
the A Division, while Holdner and
sophomore Maureen Ryan finished
fourth in the B Division.
“[This is] one of few times that

two freshmen skippers have ever
qualified for the Nationals,” said
McDonald. “I've never seen as talented a group of young sailors as
these; the future for Georgetown sailing looks great.”

Georgetown’s qualification for the
Nationals tops off a season that has
been plagued by a lack of practice

due to unfavorable weather conditions.
“[Our] victory is all the more im-

pressive considering the fact that
we've had only five days of good
practice on the Potomac,” said
McDonald. “They really pulled together as a team and overcame that
obstacle.”
The Hoyas will travel to St. Marys
to compete among the top 16 schools

inthe country atthe National ICYRA
Dinghy Championships from May
31 through June 2. The last time

Georgetown sailed in the Nationals
was 25 years ago.

Golfers Finish 14th in NCAA Tourney
By Ken House
HOYA Staff Writer
The Georgetown golf team kicked its
bad habit of poor first-round play Saturday atthe Scotty Duncan Memorial Tournament, but found it could not continue
its streak of strong second rounds. The
Hoya linksters’ first round total of 313,
good for 10th place on the long Hog
Neck Golf Course in Easton, Md., ballooned to 332 Sunday as Georgetown
finished 14th in the NCAA District II
Championship.
“The tournament brings the top 17
teams from District II,” said Hoyas’
Head Coach Tom Hunter. “This is the
fifth consecutive year [we have been
invited], and we are proud to get a bid to
get into the [tournament].”

Hunter echoed the sentiments of his
most successful player, senior John Berg,
saying the team’s goal was to finish in

the top 10. This goal seemed realistic
Saturday, as Berg and his younger brother
sophomore Geoff, dissected the Hog
Neck course with scores of 75 and 76
respectively. Junior Jason Eig’s 80 and
sophomore Peter Bronson’s 82 rounded

out Georgetown’s scorecard.
“To shoot 313 at Hog Neck is a very
good score,” Hunter said. “But the golf
course played alot longer on the second
day, more hazards came into play. and

the team did not play very well.”
John Berg was the only successful
Hoya golfer Sunday, shooting 77 and
earning a total of 152. His fine play this
season earned him District II First Team
Honors, as well as praise from Hunter.
“Being first team All-District says to
the public that John is considered one of
the top six golfers in [the] District,”
Hunter said. “Outside of John this is a
relatively inexperienced team, [and] at
this important event the guys put a little
bit of pressure on themselves.”
Geoff Berg was the Hoyas’ second—
lowest scorer as his 84 Sunday gave him
160 for the tournament. Bronson was
next with 165, and Eig came home with
170.
Hunter said the Hoyas’ Sunday performance in the season’s final meet was
valuable despite the high scores. He
added that the competition had been a
valuable learning experience and that
the team had a positive outlook about

the future.
“We never gave up, and that is a
hallmark of this team,” Hunter said.
“We are learning. Peter has been a consistent player all year and very helpful.
[His season] is a testament to his hard
work. He is one of the most committed
players on the team.”
“Geoff has a lot of talent,” Hunter
added. “He needs to learn a few more
things about competitive golf [while]
Jasons is a good team leader whose
experience will help.”
One area where Hunter will definitely
have to tap into the experience of his
team will be in regards to next year’s
freshman class. Georgetown has signed
three recruits: Chris York of Potomac,
Md., Marc Ferro of Franklin Lakes, NJ.,
and Aaron Longo of Fairview, Pa. Hunter
hopes the new players will help mold
Georgetown’s golf program into a
NCAA Division II powerehouse.
“I'm excited because for the first time
we signed three players who have played
in the American Junior Golf Association circuit,” Hunter said. “The three
players are extremely talented and were
a nice fit with our current players.”
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The sailing team captured third place in the America’s Cup Regatta last weekend to qualify for Nationals.

